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An absolute must for anyone trying to learn Japanese. Clearly explains all the conjugations, and

gives you a wide variety of verbs to learn.

Good

very happy

Advancing in my self-study, I finally had to get this book - both by a necessity to conjugate verbs

and the incredible content the authors put together, I can assure you that is the kind of book (if not

THE book) you need in order to make sense of Japanese.Barron's 501 Japanese verbs is the

Japanese language version of the eponymous "Barron's 501" language series that lists every



conjugation of selected Japanese verbs. Without going into to much detail, each verb presented in

both Japanese and Romanization in every inflection, aspect, and politeness level that any

conversational level student needs to know. While the content is copied verbatim from theÃ‚Â 2nd

edition, this 3rd edition tries to distinguish itself by featuring a list of 55 essential verbs - "to eat", "to

work", "to come", "to go", "to write", etc - in sample sentences and unique Japanese expressions.

Like its predecessor, this book also features smaller articles like the giving and receiving verbs, verb

exercises, and additional sentences of how verbs are used.Even if you are taking conversational

courses with native speakers, you need to have a book like this in your study library. For those

completely oblivious to the Japanese language (or maybe know only one language), learning

Japanese is not just a translation of but also a state of mind. Within the Japanese language and

culture there is distinct language of respect of how to talk to superiors, peers, and subordinates that

might seem overwhelming at first but this book breaks down into a simple and more digestible

forms. This book should primarily be used after you feel comfortable with sentence construction and

now all the discussion about "plain past" and "conditional" forms starts to sink in as you try to go

beyond the language drills to form your own unique sentences.This is a great book to buy, moreso if

you are willing to take a chance on a used copy as I did. I think it's important to know that the 55

essential verbs listed are very arbitrary so no doubt you could get away with buying the earlier

edition and still get the same informational content. In the process of acquiring a second or third

language, forming verb conjugations correctly allows you to reverse engineer any new vocabulary to

its dictionary form, which is where the learning takes place - for English speakers, conversational

Japanese can be a very difficult language to learn but with this book in hand, I can assure you it

makes the learning process much easier.

The Barrons 501 series never disappoints. Each page is dedicated to one verb and it lists all the

possible ways to conjugate each verb. It also gives you an example sentence for each verb in the

appendix section. When learning a foreign language, verbs are essential to know and conjugating

them is a necessity. This book really helps you out with this and you won't be disappointed.

Very useful. A whole page (sometimes more) devoted to each verb.

Its predominantly Romanji. Gross.

What I love about this book is that it so comprehensive. Has basic verb conjugation and for some



verbs gives examples of how it is used in a sentence as well as related verbs. Contains both the

kanji and hiragana.
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